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• AIA/CES COURSE

• GBCI COURSE

• IDCEC CEU

creating better environments



[ Objective 1: Identify and recognize the current 
state of educational facilities. 

[ Objective 2: Investigate the human impacts of 
toxins found in common building products used in 
school and educational buildings.

[ Objective 3: Assess the current tools available to 
help design professionals and others gain 
transparency into the make-up and toxicity of 
building products.

[ Objective 4: Specify products for educational 
facilities that are healthier, more sustainable, and 
cost effective over the life cycle of the building.



Almost one-third of the U.S. population spend a significant 
portion of their waking hours in an educational setting.



U.S. expended nearly $550 billion for public 
school construction during “Bond Era.”



Current State of Schools

Without adequate funds, school buildings are 
maintained as part of a "run to fail" system.



Deferred maintenance is the practice 
of postponing maintenance activities.



The Potential Impacts of Deferred Maintenance 





US Public School Building Maintenance, Repair & Renewal
Expenditures and Deferrals, 1995-2008  (All values adjusted to 2008 dollars and show in hundreds of thousands)



Are our Schools making us sick?





According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), at least half of the 
approximately 53 million students and five million staff “may be exposed to polluted 
indoor air, lead, asbestos, chemical fumes, pesticides, molds and other toxins.” 



topical_moisture_impacts_extract-001_720x404_lo_bitrate.mp4




Where are Chemicals of Concern Hiding in 
Your Products or Building?

[ PVC, phthalates, vinyl chloride 
and halogenated flame 
retardants are found in many 
building materials and products 
in schools and other buildings. 

[ Safer and cost-effective 
alternatives are available to 
these hazardous chemicals and 
materials of concern.



Indoor Air Quality





[ STC (Sound Transmission Class)represents a material or product’s 
ability to block sound from travelling through a wall, ceiling, floor or 
other building assembly – in other words, to stop airborne noise 
transferring from place to place. 

[ NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) and/or SAA (Sound Absorption 
Average) measures the amount of energy absorbed when it strikes a 
particular surface – in other words, how well something absorbs 
sound within a given space. 

[ IIC (Impact Isolation Class) measures a floor assembly’s ability to 
absorb impact sound – like footsteps.

Acoustics in the Built and Buildings



Acoustics in Education

[ Education professionals claim that 75-80% of activity within a classroom revolves 
around vocal communication. It is thus important that within any room used for 
teaching, the acoustics are optimal.







Classroom



You wouldn’t buy food 
without knowing what’s in 
it, and how it affects your 
health. Why buy building 
products without the same 
information?





LEED v4
MR Credit Building Product Disclosure and Optimization

[ Environmental Product Declarations 

[ EPD (Dependent on Manufacturer)

[ Sourcing of Raw Materials 

[ Option 1. Raw Material Source and 
Extraction Reporting (1 point)

[ (Dependent on Manufacturer)

[ Option 2. Leadership Extraction 
Practices (1 point) 

[ Bio-based materials

[ Recycled content

[ Material Ingredients

[ Option 1. Material Ingredient 
Reporting (1 point)

[ Manufacturer Inventory, 
Health Product 
Declaration, C2C, Declare

[ Option 2. Material Ingredient 
Optimization (1 point)

[ EQ Credit Low-Emitting Materials 



Path to Compliance











LVT isn’t very Durable

While high-performance luxury vinyl tile (LVT) products have started to replace VCT and 
other traditional floorcovering materials in schools around the country, its use is generally 
limited to lower traffic areas.



Focus on Natural Alternatives

[ Replace products that add to the problem with ones that reduce the 
risk naturally, without the need for toxic chemical additives or 
expensive installation or maintenance procedures.

[ There are a number of flooring choices besides PVC or synthetic 
rubber products.



First Cost 

[ There is little benefit to the individual school if 
low initial cost materials is selected and the 
maintenance costs are beyond the facility 
budget. This could result in neglecting proper 
maintenance procedures and the need for more 
frequent replacements of the flooring.

Flooring materials – life-cycle costing for educational facilities



According to the maintenance staff at Edinboro University, a new VCT 
floor requires taking off the manufacturer’s seal, stripping it, adding 
three coats of wax, waiting 72 hours, then burnishing it before it’s good 
to go. None of that has to be done with linoleum.

“When I started at Kenton County, we were slaves to the vinyl 
composition tile (VCT) floors,” recalled Rob Haney.



Create Healthier Educational Environments

[ By designing and specifying safe, healthy, indoor environments, we 
help ensure the well-being of the public, our children and 
grandchildren for generations to come.

[ Examine the alternatives

[ Look for the natural payoff

[ Don’t miss the easy opportunities



Our Path Forward
[ Use products with Low cost of ownership to help offset deferred 

maintenance.

[ Install flooring systems 100% bonded to the substrate to prevent the 
intrusion of moisture and the potential for mold.

[ Select occupancy ready products with warranted factory finishes to 
eliminate the need for toxic maintenance chemicals.

[ Use floors that are naturally antistatic so that dust and allergens can 
be effectively removed.



Thank you!
[ AIACES Course Number – earning 1 HSW Learning Unit (LU) Hour

The AIA credit is automatically issued through Architectural Record 
upon passing the online test.

[ GBCI Course Number– 1 GBCI CE Hour for LEED Credential 
Maintenance.  The GBCI credit must be self-reported. A certificate is 
emailed once the client passes the test that has the course/credit 
info on it for submission.

[ IDCEC CEU – 1 CEU value
Interior Design Continuing Education Council (IDCEC) for continuing 
education credits. Credit is accepted by the ASID, IIDA, and IDC. The 
credit is automatically issued through Architectural Record upon 
passing the online test.

creating better environments


